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Liam Lu walked into the restaurant, wrapped in cold air.

When Yun Zhihan saw him, his face changed drastically, and he suddenly stood up from
the sofa.

“Liam Lu!”

Yun Zhihan gritted his teeth and looked at him and the few people behind him, “Just a
few people, do you dare to come?!”

The more Shi Liam Lu next to him answered in time.

“To deal with Young Master Yun’s s*um, a few are enough.”

When Shiyue’s words fell, Yun Zhihan’s expression changed again, and only then did he
find that the people he was guarding outside were all silent.

He looked at Liam Lu suddenly.

“You did those things, right? Unexpectedly, on the site of my Qingcheng, you could
actually…”

Before he finished speaking, Liam Lu suddenly raised his foot and kicked Yun Zhihan’s
chin heavily!

“Ok!”

Yun Zhihan let out a muffled snort and fell back to the ground abruptly. When he raised
his head, his mouth was full of blood.

Liam Lu stepped forward slowly, the toes of his leather shoes smashed against his
burned face, while slowly taking out a white medicine bottle from his pocket, and slowly
turning it in front of Yun Zhihan’s eyes.

“Do you know this? The stuff here is all the medicine you gave my woman.”

Yun Zhihan’s eyes widened suddenly.

“You actually…” I found the person who made him painkillers and used them to learn
about the medicine!

But what does he want to do? !

Yun Zhihan had an unbelievable face and opened his mouth to ask, but Liam Lu
instantly stuck his chin and squeezed the pill into Yun Zhihan’s mouth.



all!

“what…”

The bone-burning pain instantly spread all over his body, and Yun Zhihan rolled to the
ground holding his body, rolling in disregard of imagination.

“Lu, Liam Lu, hurry up!”

Yun Zhihan’s face was distorted with pain, he threw himself on the ground and crawled
under Liam Lu’s feet, grabbed his trouser legs and climbed up.

“Give me the antidote…”

Liam Lu stood motionless, bowing his head and staring at him coldly.

“Tell me, what else can I do to heal my woman’s hand?”

With cold sweat on Yun Zhihan’s face, he answered without thinking.

“It’s been so long, the medicine has penetrated into the skin long ago, it’s just…ah!”

Liam Lu kicked Yun Zhihan away.

In the next second, he picked up the antidote in his hand and threw it on the ground one
by one in front of Yun Zhihan’s face, and then lifted his foot to crush it, and the pill
instantly turned into a powder!

“no, do not want!”

Yun Zhihan rushed forward regardless, and raised his hand to break Liam Lu’s feet, but
his neck was immediately stuck.

He put the one in his palm in front of Yun Zhihan and looked at him coldly with his lips
curled.

“Just one last time, what else can I do?”

Seeing that he hadn’t spoken for a long time, Liam Lu immediately lost his patience, his
hand loosened, and the last pill fell to the ground.

Snapped.

Liam Lu raised his foot and stepped on it.

“Don’t, don’t don’t, I said!”



Yun Zhihan didn’t care about the pain, he hugged Liam Lu’s leg tightly and said
intermittently, breathing heavily.

“There may be someone who can help her, you can try.”

“But that person has a weird temper, and he never treats people easily. It depends on
your good fortune.”

Liam Lu’s eyebrows jumped, and he looked down at Yun Zhihan, who was crawling on
his feet like a dog, and asked Shen Shen.

“Where is that person?”
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